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Captain Michael Obwije of the Confederation Armed Forces has been hunting a Tarin battle
cruiser in a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse. But when he orders his own ship in for the killing
blow, the hot pursuit turns into a potentially more dangerous situation. One with implications for
the entire Confederation.



The Tale of the Wicked Copyright © 2009 by John Scalzi. All rights reserved.Cover and interior
design Copyright © 2012 by Desert Isle Design, LLC. All rights reserved.Electronic
Edition978-1-59606-503-1Subterranean PressPO Box 190106Burton, MI 48519The Tarin battle
cruiser readied itself for yet another jump. Captain Michael Obwije ordered the launch of a probe
to follow it in and take readings before the rift the Tarin cruiser tore into space closed completely
behind it. The probe kicked out like the proverbial rocket and followed the other ship.“This is it,”
Thomas Utley, Obwije’s XO, said, quietly, into his ear. “We’ve got enough power for this jump and
then another one back home. That’s if we shut down nonessential systems before we jump
home. We’re already bleeding.”Obwije gave a brief nod that acknowledged his XO but otherwise
stayed silent. Utley wasn’t telling him anything he didn’t already know about the Wicked; the
weeklong cat-and-mouse game they’d been playing with the Tarin cruiser had heavily damaged
them both. In a previous generation of ships, Obwije and his crew would already be dead; what
kept them alive was the Wicked itself and its new adaptive brain, which balanced the ship’s
energy and support systems faster and more intelligently than Obwije, Utley, or any of the
officers could do in the middle of a fight and hot pursuit.The drawback was that the Tarin ship
had a similar brain, keeping itself and its crew alive far longer than they had any right to be at the
hands of the Wicked, which was tougher and better-armed. The two of them had been slugging
it out in a cycle of jumps and volleys that had strewn damage across a wide arc of light-years.
The only silver lining to the week of intermittent battles between the ships was that the Tarin ship
had so far gotten the worst of it; three jumps earlier it stopped even basic defensive action,
opting to throw all its energy into escape. Obwije knew he had just enough juice for a jump and a
final volley from the kinetic mass drivers into the vulnerable hide of the Tarin ship. One volley, no
more, unless he wanted to maroon the ship in a far space.Obwije knew it would be wise to
withdraw now. The Tarin ship was no longer a threat and would probably expend the last of its
energies on this final, desperate jump. It would likely be stranded; Obwije could let the probe he
sent after the ship serve as a beacon for another Confederation ship to home in and finish the
job. Utley, Obwije knew, would counsel such a plan, and would be smart to do so, warning
Obwije that the risk to wounded ship and its crew outweighed the value of the victory.Obwije
knew it would be wise to withdraw. But he’d come too far with this Tarin ship not to finish it once
and for all.“Tarin cruiser jumping,” said Lieutenant Julia Rickert. “Probe following into the rift. Rift
closing now.”“Data?” asked Obwije.“Sending,” Rickert said. “Rift completely closed. We got a full
data packet, sir. The Wicked’s chewing on it now.”Obwije grunted. The probe that had followed
the Tarin cruiser into the rift wasn’t in the least bit concerned about that ship. Its job was to record
the position and spectral signatures of the stars on the other side of the rift, and to squirt the
data to the Wicked before the rift closed up. The Wicked would check the data against the
database of known stars and derive the place the Tarin ship jumped to from there. And then it
would follow.Gathering the data was the tricky part. The Tarin ship had destroyed six probes over
the course of the last week, and more than once Obwije ordered a jump on sufficient but
incomplete data. He hadn’t worried about getting lost—there was only so much timespace a



jump could swallow—but losing the cruiser would have been an embarrassment.“Coordinates
in,” Rickert said. The Wicked had stopped chewing on the data and spit out a location.“Punch it
up,” Obwije said to Rickert. She began the jump sequence.“Risky,” Utley murmured, again in
Obwije’s ear.Obwije smiled; he liked being right about his XO. “Not too risky,” he said to Utley.
“We’re too far from Tarin space for that ship to have made it home safe.” Obwije glanced down at
his command table, which displayed the Tarin cruiser’s position. “But it can get there in the next
jump, if it has the power for that.”“Let’s hope they haven’t been stringing us along the last few
jumps,” Utley said. “I hate to come out of that jump and see them with their guns blazing
again.”“The Wicked says they’re getting down to the last of their energy,” Obwije said. “I figure at
this point they can fight or run, not both.”“Since when do you trust a computer estimate?” Utley
said.“When it confirms what I’m thinking,” Obwije said. “It’s as you say, Thom. This is it, one way
or another.”“Jump calculated,” Rickert said. “Jump in T-minus two minutes.”“Thank you,
Lieutenant,” Obwije said, and turned back to Utley. “Prepare the crew for jump, Thom. I want
those K-drivers hot as soon as we get through the rift.”“Yes, sir,” Utley said.Two minutes later the
Wicked emerged through its rift and scanned for the Tarin cruiser. It found it less than fifty
thousand klicks away, engines quiet, moving via inertia only.“They can’t really be that stupid,”
Utley said. “Running silent doesn’t do you any good if you’re still throwing off heat.”
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Max Flex, “a Pretty and Neatly-Crafted Tale!. As with Every story Mr. Scalzi has written for me
(because his tales resonate so clearly with me, I MUST be his target audience, right?) The Tale
of the Wicked left me sad at the end... I am never disappointed with his work - just that it is over!
This is a brilliantly conceived story, and - as an homage to one of the World's best all-time
writers - it works perfectly. There is even a taste of the Shaggy Dog to the end of the tale; and
we all know how that giant LOVED his Shaggy Dog stories! In keeping with the best traditions of
Entertainment, I have - once again - been left wanting more. I think there is room for a revisit to
this universe, Mr. Scalzi...  Whaddya say?”

Samurai, “Author John Scalzi rules!!. Loved this short story where you get sucked into an
Asimov’s robotic rules tangle. With a Scalzian twist ending!!!Great author, great writing, and wry
humor. An evening spent with authors John Scalzi and Keith Laumer would be so fun. Their
stories are my favorites of all time!”

Jack, “Scalzi continues with good stuff. This writer is one of my favorites. There's an "it" factor in
his style that is captivating. Just when you think you have figured out the story; you haven't.
Scalzi has a knack for this particularly, with his short works. I personally find this an interesting
aspect of his writing because the definition of hell is a boring short story. This one keeps you
guessing all the way to the end and then you are further captivated about what could happen
after the "ending"; that really does not end. Read and enjoy.”

1_Retired Cop_58, “Great Take on Asimov's Laws of Robotics. Interesting tale of computer self-
awareness overruling the desire to war. It helped me appreciate this story more having read
Scalzi's other military-related book.”

Paige Ellen, “Brilliant, thought provoking short from the one and only John Scalzi. As others have
said, John Scalzi can't write a bad book or short story. This is a fast moving, thought provoking
bit of speculative science fiction involving the unexpected behavior of the computer/robot on a
Federation battleship. It opens up so much room for contemplating AI and what we just might get
ourselves into without intending to do so. It also offers the hope that AI may well save us from
ourselves. Great short read as only Scalzi can do it.”

Kel, “Very good read, and I hope there will be more.. Excellent short story, with a strong moral
theme. The concepts introduced are intriguing, and it is a story line I would like to see fleshed
out. This is an interesting universe. It would be nice to see how it began, some of the intervening
years of warfare, and what happens after the AI's gain their religious views; how humanity and
fatality come to grips, the political and social upheavals, and what happens when hardliners
from both sides fight back.Great read,  and one I can see myself reading again multiple times.”



Mark C, “Classic Scalzi. Love the tone and content of this book, with Scalzi's trademark wry
humour. and the sting in the tail that makes the whole story pay off so well!”

Bob Hughes, “Can't call it a book. Very good SHORT story but to advertise it as a book is a bit
off  good Scalzi work typical of his dry wit but read it in about 30 minutes with a break included”

Rod Easter, “Five Stars. well up to his normal standards”

surdus, “Excellent science fiction. This is an excellent science fiction short story which blends
elements which feel a lot like Isaac Asimov's work with elements that have a strong early Star
Trek feel. It's short, beautifully written and gives the reader something to think about. Well worth
the purchase, in my opinion.”

The book by John Scalzi has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 163 people have provided feedback.
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